HEAVY METAL #297 - FC. Holiday Special issue. Managing editor Tim Seely and artist Paolo Armitano serve up a Christmas nightmare on a planet where gift giving is mandatory or else. Justin Jordan & Chris Anderson a 21st century vision of holidays to come in Black Metal Messiah; Ron Marz and Bart Sears conjure up a holiday gone straight to the Trolls and more. Jaques Parel cover. 144 pg. MT. $7.16 [19101220]

OCEAN AT END OF THE LANE ILLUSTRATED EDITION HC - B&W. (Neil Gaiman/Eli丝 Hurst) A man returns to the site of his childhood home years before, he knew a girl named Lettie Hempstock who showed him the most marvelous, dangerous, and outrageous things, but when he gets there he learns that nothing is as he remembered. 336 pg. (Exx) $19.99 [AC000171]

INVENTED PEOPLE: PAINTINGS BY RICK BERRY VOL 01 SC - (Rick Berry) Rick Berry is an award winning artist from the street. Without preliminary sketching, each painting evolves from random expressive marks into figures, simultaneously evolving movement and emotion. Forward by Neil Gaiman. 45 pg. $19.98 [19101228]

Fiction

ANYONE: A NOVEL HC - B&W. (Charles Soule) Inside a barn in Ann Arbor, Michigan, a scientist searching for an Alzheimer’s cure throws a switch and finds herself mysteriously transported into her husband’s body. Over two decades later, all across the planet, “flash” technology allows individuals the ability to transfer their consciousness into other bodies for specified periods, paid, registered, and legal. 432 pg. (Exx) $17.59 [19101229]

WEIRD TRADING CARDS - A boxed 40-card set featuring every one of Crumb’s eye-grabbing covers (plus unpublished ones) with bios and images of Weirdo contributors like S. Clay Wilson, Justin Green, Carol Tyler, Kim Deitch, Drew Friedman, Aline Kominsky, Peter Bagge, and many others. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.96 [19101227]

OTHER GOODIES

MISCELLANEOUS

FIGPIN FALLOUT PIN: NUKA COLA GIRL - A 3” tall hard enamel FIGPIN. $11.99 [19101246]

IT PLAYING CARDS TIN - FC. $7.96 [19101247]

WEIRDO TRADING CARDS - A boxed 40-card set featuring every one of Crumb’s eye-grabbing covers (plus unpublished ones) with bios and images of Weirdo contributors like S. Clay Wilson, Justin Green, Carol Tyler, Kim Deitch, Drew Friedman, Aline Kominsky, Peter Bagge, and many others. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.96 [19101248]

Disney

HOME FOR A PRINCESS: PEEK INSIDE A DISNEY PRINCESS CASTLES - FC. Join Ariel from The Little Mermaid, Aurora from Sleeping Beauty, Jasmine from Aladdin, Belle from Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, Rapunzel from Tangled, Snow White, Merida from Brave, and Mulan for a never-before-seen look at their incredible castles. 84 pg. (10x12) $12.79 [19101254]

ONE DAY AT DISNEY: MAKING MAGIC EVERY DAY HC - FC. (Bruce Steinle) One Day at Disney is a major initiative by The Walt Disney Company across all division and around the globe. The focus of the project is to capture genuine, authentic, unplanned moments and the employees that inspire them. “Magic” to guests and consumers. A backstage narrative is told visually in stunning photography from theme parks to our movie studio. 224 pg. (11x12) $40.00 [19101255]

Pulp Heroes

HOODED GUNMAN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY: COLLIN’S CRIME CLUB HC - (John Curran) The Hooded Gunman was the definitive imprint stamp on more than 2,000 books published between 1930 and 1994. This sumptuous coffee table book looks back at the history of the Crime Club and its authors. 400 pg. (8x11) $40.00 [19101242]

SHADOW DOUBLE NOVEL VOL. 147: TRAIL OF VENGEANCE & MOTHER GOOSE MURDERS SC - B&W. The Knight of Darkness proves that “crime does not pay” in thrilling pulp novels by Walter B. Gibson. First, Trail of Vengeance, then, a crime code based on Mother Goose nursery rhymes produces gun play instead of child’s play. 128 pg. (7x10) $11.96 [19101243]

Tarzan and the Valley of Gold - B&W. (Fritz Leiber/Doug Klaba) The burning wreck of a passenger jet with a missing cargo of gold and a desperate plea from a friend lead Tarzan of the Apes deep into intrigue in the jungles of Brazil. Soon the ape-man finds himself facing his most deadly nemesis yet: a criminal mastermind named Vinaro. Richard Hescox cover. 348 pg. (6x9) Hardcover $27.96 [19101244] Softcover $15.96 [19101245]

Doctor Who

DOCTOR WHO: MUG. 13 IS MY LUCKY NUMBER (11-OUNCE) - $6.39 [19101258]


GODZILLA

GODZILLA FIGURAL PVC BANK - Let Godzilla watch over your change with this figural PVC bank. $15.99 [AC000133]

GODZILLA GALLERY PVC FIGURE 1933 GODZILLA - Measuring 11 inches tall, this sculpture of Godzilla from 1933 is crafted of high-quality PVC and features detailed sculpting and paint details. Designed by Joe Allard. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $55.99 [19101266]

GODZILLA VINIMATES - Burning Godzilla (1995) - GODZILLA 1962 [19101267] and REDAN [19101269] team up as 4-inch vinyl figures, each with an articulated neck and tail for additional posing options. Designed by Barry Bradfield. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $7.99 (each)

MOTHRA VS. GODZILLA ACTION FIGURE: GODZILLA 1964 (12-INCHES LONG) - Godzilla stands approximately 8” tall and measures 12” long from head to tail. Featuring over 30 points of articulation and an articulated tail. $19.99 [AC000998]


**Harry Potter**

**HARRY POTTER MUG: KAWAII COLLAGE** - Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $7.19 [19101271]

**HARRY POTTER: DEATH EATERS RISING GAME** - In this cooperative game, players must summon and control words from Dumbledore’s Army, the Order of the Phoenix, and Hogwarts to retaliate against evil Death Eaters and protect the Wizarding World from the Dark Lord’s corruption for good. $39.96 [19101273]

**Peanuts**

- Peanuts Reaction Figures
- Inspired by the stylized characters of the 1950’s and 60’s, come Peanuts Woodstock, Snoopy, Woodstock & Schroeder, Linus, Peppermint Patty, & Peppermint Patty & Snoopy. Collect Cowboy Charlie Brown [AC001035] and Racoon Hat Snoopy [AC001035]. $14.04

**Star Trek**

**MEGO Sci-Fi Wave 5 Action Figures**
- **STAR TREK (8-INCH)** - Each retro style action figure includes 14 points of articulation and real cloth clothing. Measuring approximately 8-inches tall. Gorn (Glow-in-the-Dark) [AC001018b] Kirk (Trouble with Tribbles) [AC001019b] Spock (Trouble with Tribbles) [AC001020b] $11.99 (each)

**MEGO Sci-Fi Wave 6 Action Figures**
- **STAR TREK (8-INCH)** - Each retro style action figure includes 14 points of articulation and real cloth clothing. Measuring approximately 8-inches tall. Gorn (Glow-in-the-Dark) [AC001018b] Kirk (Glow-in-the-Dark) [AC001006b] Spock [AC001006b] $11.99 (each)

**Star Wars**

**TOPPS 2019 STAR WARS EPISODE 9 CARD BOX** - 100 Base cards feature characters, stories and artwork from Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker. Features 2 hits per hobby box: Autographs from the cast, Dual & Triple Autographs, Six Person Autographs, Sketch Cards, Source Material Costume Relic Cards, Manufactured Medallion Cards, with 1 of 1 Printing Plates Autograph or Sketch Card. 24 packs of 8 cards per pack. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $87.32 [19101300]

**Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker**

- The grand climax of the Star Wars saga. 100 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $7.99 [19101267]

**Star Wars Insider #194 (PX COVER)** - FC. This issue is the Episode IX movie special - join us as we dig into The Rise of Skywalker. $3.00 [19101283]

**Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker**

- **ART OF STAR WARS: RISE OF SKYWALKER HC** - (Phil Szostak) The official behind-the-scenes books of concept, production, and post-production. 256 pg. (1x3d) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $32.00 [19101283]

**Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker: Galaxy Needs You HC** - $14.99

**Star Wars: RISE OF SKYWALKER: VISUAL D I A M E T E R  H A S**

**This Mailing Contains Everything You Need to Start Ordering Comics from Westfield Today!** From now on you’ll enjoy great benefits like:

- The finest in fine print
- What is listed in this issue
- SAVINGS THAT GROW WITH YOUR COLLECTION
- Industry-leading service
- How to place an order
- Condition of Books & Packaging
- Damages, Returns & Cancellations
- Shipping
- Get your questions answered... fast
- How to place an order
- Contact us
- Westfield’s Customer Service Department
- Other Goodies

**What is Listed in This Issue**

This issue lists items scheduled to be published, released beginning approximately six weeks after the order date. Items are occasionally delayed by the publisher and may not ship as scheduled. These items will be placed on back order for you and will be shipped to you during your next regular scheduled shipment once they arrive at our warehouse. We will attempt to keep you up-to-date on publisher delays. All orders are sold on a non-removable, non-cancelable basis.

**How to Place an Order**

Please follow the instructions printed with the order form. Return the order form with payment, so that it will arrive at Westfield by the deadline printed on the form. If you fax your order to us, please follow the faxing instructions to ensure that your order is legible once it is transmitted to us. We cannot be responsible for errors made due to incomplete or illegible faxes.

Whenever you place an order with Westfield, we will automatically send you the next order form and Catalog. If you have not received your order form within 10 days of the mailing date for any given month, please contact us immediately so that we can rush another copy of the catalogue and order form to you. If your order form arrives too late for us to accept, we will notify you immediately and return your payment. However, we will continue to accept orders as long as possible each month, so please feel free to return your order form even if you’ve missed the deadline by a day or two.

**Condition of Books & Packaging**

Westfield strives for the best condition possible on all the items we carry. However, on occasion, some items are sent to us in less than collectible condition. Occasionally we are unable to exchange these for better copies. In most cases, any such damage is minimal. We may replace items that we cannot obtain in collectible condition. Your comics and other materials will arrive in new, unopened condition. All orders are carefully packed.

**Damages, Returns & Cancellations**

We can accept returns for the following reasons:

- You receive an incorrect item.
- An item is not as described in Worlds of Westfield or online.
- Returns or cancellations for any other reason will be handled on a case-by-case basis, and may be subject to a 25% cancellation/restocking fee. However, you must contact Customer Service to receive Return Authorization prior to any returns.

**Shipping**

Orders shipped within the continental United States are shipped us UPS or USPS. If you reside in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico or at an APO or FPO address (or any other U.S. Protectorate) your order will be shipped directly to you via 1st Class U.S. Mail. If you choose to have your packages sent to a business address, both your name and the name of the business must be listed in the order form.

**Get Your Questions Answered... Fast**

If you are aware of a damaged or damaged box arrives, do not accept the shipment. We will return to us and we will contact you immediately regarding the replacement order. If you discover damaged items in the replacement order after you accept it, please contact us immediately. If necessary, we will issue you a Return Authorization for the damaged item. We will credit you for the shipping charges necessary for you to return the damaged item, but ONLY with a prior Return Authorization. Do not return anything without authorization - if you do, it will be sent back to you at your expense.

**Shipping Errors**

If you should receive any mis-shipped material, or if you do not receive something that appears in the “Items Sent” section of the Account Summary included with your shipment, please contact us within 30 days. We cannot guarantee replacements after that.

**When You Can Expect Your Order**

Orders ship throughout the month. Depending on your assigned ship week, your shipment should reach you within 10 business days after the date of pick-up (delivery via 1st Class U.S. Mail may take longer for overseas addresses). If it has not arrived within this time period, a problem may have occurred and you should contact us immediately.

**Customer Service**

Westfield’s Customer Service Department is prepared to help you with any questions you have regarding our service. You can email us at help@westfieldcomics.com or call (808) 386-1945. Our lines are answered Monday - Thursday, 10am - 4pm, Friday 10am-3pm Central Time.